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1Ž .Let X be a module over a gentle algebra such that Ext X, X s 0. Then
Ž . Ž .End X is up to Morita equivalence a gentle algebra, too. Q 1999 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Ž .By k we denote a fixed commutative field. An algebra is always an
associative, finite-dimensional k-algebra with unit element. Modules are
finite-dimensional unitary left modules. We denote the composition of two
maps f : X “ Y and g : Y “ Z by gf. For all unexplained terminology and
w x w xnotation we refer to 8 . As a main reference for string algebras we use 3 .
Ž .Let Q s Q , Q be a finite quiver with vertices Q and arrows Q . For0 1 0 1
Ž . Ž .a g Q let s a be its starting point and e a its end point. A path of1
length n G 1 in Q is of the form a a ??? a where the a 's are arrows1 2 n i
Ž . Ž .with s a s e a for 1 F i F n y 1. For 1 F i F j F n call a a ???i iq1 i iq1
a a subpath of a ??? a . A zero-relation in Q is given by a path of lengthj 1 n
G 2. Let r be a set of zero-relations in Q. The corresponding algebra
² :kQr r is called a string algebra if the following hold:
Ž .S1 There are only finitely many paths in Q which do not have an
element in r as a subpath;
Ž .S2 Any vertex of Q is the starting point of at most two arrows and
also the end point of at most two arrows;
Ž . Ž .S3 Given an arrow b , there is at most one arrow a with s b s
Ž . Ž . Ž .e a and ba f r and at most one arrow g with s g s e b and gb f r.
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² :A gentle algebra is a string algebra kQr r with the following additional
properties:
Ž .G1 The set r contains only paths of length 2;
Ž .G2 For any arrow b there is at most one arrow a with ba g r
and at most one arrow g with gb g r.
Ž w x.This definition goes back to I. Assem and A. Skowronski see 2 . But noteÂ
w xthat we allow oriented cycles in Q. It is shown in 2, 7 that an algebra
kQrJ, where Q has no oriented cycles and J is an admissible ideal, is
gentle if and only if its repetitive category is special biserial.
As a main result of this paper we show the following:
THEOREM 1.1. Let X be a module o¤er a gentle algebra such that
1Ž . Ž . Ž .Ext X, X s 0. Then End X is up to Morita equi¤alence a gentle alge-
bra, too.
Ž .A module T over an algebra A is called a tilting resp. cotiliting module
1Ž . Ž .if Ext T , T s 0, pdim T F 1 resp. idim T F 1 and the number of iso-
morphism classes of indecomposable direct summands of T coincides with
the number of isomorphism classes of simple A-modules. As a special case
of our main result we get the following:
COROLLARY. Let T be a tilting module or a cotilting module o¤er a gentle
Ž . Ž .algebra. Then End T is up to Morita equi¤alence a gentle algebra, too.
It follows by a well known result of D. Happel that the derived
Ž .categories of A and End T are equivalent if A is an algebra and T a
Ž w x.tilting module over A see 5 . One might ask whether the class of gentle
algebras is not only closed under tilting and cotilting but also under
derived equivalence.
2. STRINGS
² :From now on assume that kQr r is a string algebra.
y Ž y.Given an arrow a in Q, denote by a a formal inverse where s a s
Ž . Ž y. Ž . Ž y.ye a and e a s s a . Also, let a s a . The set of formal inverses of
arrows is denoted by Qy. A string of length n G 1 is a sequence of the1
form c c ??? c with the following properties:1 2 n
Ž . y1 Each c is contained in Q j Q for 1 F i F n;i 1 1
Ž . Ž . Ž .2 We have s c s e c for 1 F i F n y 1;i iq1
Ž . y3 We have c / c for 1 F i F n y 1;i iq1
Ž . y y y4 Neither c c ??? c nor c ??? c c belong to r for 1 Fi iq1 iqt iqt iq1 i
i - i q t F n.
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Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Define s c ??? c s s c and e c ??? c s e c . If C s c ??? c is a1 n n 1 n 1 1 n
string of length G 1 then define Cys cy ??? cy. Additionally, we definen 1
for every vertex S g Q two strings 1 and 1 of length 0 with0 ŽS, 1. ŽS, y1.
Ž . Ž . y  4s 1 s e 1 s S and 1 s 1 for t g y1, 1 . The set of allŽS, t . ŽS, t . ŽS, t . ŽS, yt .
strings is denoted by S . For strings C and D we write C ; D if C s D or
C s Dy. Note that C / Cy for every string C.
w x  4Similarly as in 3 one can define two maps s , « : Q “ y1, 1 such1
that the following hold:
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 If a / a are arrows with e a s e a then « a s y« a ;1 2 1 2 1 2
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2 If b / b are arrows with s b s s b then s b s1 2 1 2 1
Ž .ys b ;2
Ž . Ž . Ž .3 If a and b are arrows with s b s e a and ba f r then
Ž . Ž .s b s y« a ;
Ž . Ž .4 Assume there is only one arrow with s b s S and only one
Ž . Ž . Ž .arrow a with e a s S for some S g Q . If ba g r then s b s « a .0
Ž y.We extend these maps as follows: If a is an arrow then define s a s
Ž . Ž y. Ž .« a and « a s s a . If C s c ??? c is a string of length G 1 let1 n
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .s C s s c and « C s « c . Finally, define s 1 s yt andn 1 ŽS, t .
Ž .« 1 s t.ŽS, t .
w x Ž .Note that these maps are defined in 3 without condition 4 . From
now on we assume that a string algebra is given together with such maps s
and « .
Let C s c ??? c and D s d ??? d be two strings of length G 1. If1 n 1 m
c ??? c d ??? d is a string again then we call it the concatenation of C1 n 1 m
and D and denote it by CD. For an arbitrary string C define C1 s CŽ sŽC ., t .
Ž . Ž .if s C s yt, and let 1 C s C if « C s t. Otherwise, the concate-Ž eŽC ., t .
nation with a string of length 0 is not defined.
Remark. If the concatenation CD of two arbitrary strings C and D is
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .defined, then we have s C s e D and s C s y« D .
² :LEMMA 2.1. Let kQr r be a gentle algebra, and let C and D be strings
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .with s C s e D . Then CD is a string if and only if s C s y« D .
Ž . Ž .Proof. If CD is a string then by definition s C s y« D . Thus
Ž . Ž .assume s C s y« D . If the length of C or of D is 0 then the
statement follows directly from the concatenation rules for strings of
length 0. Next, assume that C s c ??? c and D s d ??? d are of length1 n 1 m
G 1. If c and d are not both in Q or not both in Qy then it followsn 1 1 1
from the definition of s and « that cy / d and hence CD is defined.n 1
Thus, without loss of generality assume c g Q and d g Q . In contrastn 1 1 1
Ž . Ž .to our claim assume c d g r. We know that s c s y« d . If there isn 1 n 1
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Ž .only one arrow starting at S s s c and only one arrow ending at S thenn
Ž .we get a contradiction to condition 4 in the definition of s and « .
X Ž X . ² :Assume there is an arrow d / d with e d s S. Since kQr r is1 1 1
X Ž . Ž X . Ž .gentle, we get c d f r. This implies s c s y« d s y« d , a con-n 1 n 1 1
Ž . X Ž X .tradiction to condition 1 . If there is some arrow c / c with s c s S1 1 1
Ž .then we get a contradiction to condition 2 . Since we have only zero-rela-
tions of length 2 in r, we see that CD is a string.
3. HOMOMORPHISMS BETWEEN STRING MODULES
The indecomposable modules over a string algebra are either string
Ž w x.modules or band modules see 3 . For a string C we denote the corre-
Ž . w xsponding string module by M C . W.W. Crawley-Boevey constructs in 4 a
Ž Ž . Ž ..nice basis for Hom M C , M C where C and C are strings. In this1 2 1 2
section we give a reformulation of his construction.
We need a number of quite technical definitions which are illustrated by
examples further below.
Ž . Ž . < 4For a string C define P C s D, E, F D, E, F g S and DEF s C .
Ž . Ž . Ž .Let D, E, F g P C . We call D, E, F a factor of C if the following
hold:
Ž .1 The string D is of length 0 or D s d ??? d where d g Q ;1 n n 1
Ž . y2 The string F is of length 0 or F s f ??? f where f g Q .1 m 1 1
Ž .Dually, we call D, E, F a subfactor of C if the following hold:
Ž . y1 The string D is of length 0 or D s d ??? d where d g Q ;1 n n 1
Ž .2 The string F is of length 0 or F s f ??? f where f g Q .'1 m 1 1
Ž . Ž .Let F C be the set of factors of C, and let S C be the set of subfactors
Ž .y Ž y y y. Ž .y Ž y.of C. Define D, E, F s F , E , D . Note that D, E, F g P C .
Ž .Call D, E, F left-sided if D is of length 0 and call it right-sided if F is of
length 0.
Ž . ŽŽLet C and C be strings. Call a pair a , a s D , E ,1 2 1 2 1 1
. Ž .. Ž . Ž .F , D , E , F g F C = S C admissible if E ; E . Thus for an1 2 2 2 1 2 1 2
admissible pair the reader should have the following picture in mind:
66C1
E1
E2
6C2 6
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ŽCall such an admissible pair perfect if E s E . It is called left-sided resp.1 2
. Žright-sided if it is perfect and both a and a are left-sided resp.1 2
.right-sided . We call it one-sided if it is left-sided or right-sided. Thus, a
Ž .one-sided admissible pair is always perfect. Call a , a weakly one-sided if1 2
Ž . Ž y.a , a or a , a is one-sided. Denote the set of admissible pairs in1 2 1 2
Ž . Ž . Ž .F C = S C by A C , C .1 2 1 2
Ž . Ž . Ž .Let a s a , a g A C , C . Define a l s a if a is perfect, and let1 2 1 2
Ž . Ž y . Ž . Ž .a l s a , a , otherwise. Let a r s a if a is perfect, and let a r s1 2
Ž y. Ž . Ž . Ž .a , a , otherwise. Thus a r and a l are perfect. Note that a l is1 2
Ž .one-sided if and only if a r is one-sided if and only if a is weakly
one-sided.
Ž .For every a g A C , C there is a canonical module homomorphism1 2
Ž . Ž . Ž w x.f : M C “ M C see 4 . Such module homomorphisms are calleda 1 2
canonical maps. We call f perfectrleft-sidedrright-sidedrone-sidedrweaklya
one-sided if a is perfectrleft-sidedrright-sidedrone-sidedrweakly one-
sided, respectively.
Ž y. Ž y.Note that there is exactly one a s a , a g A C, C such that1 1
Ž . Ž y.f : M C “ M C is an isomorphism. This canonical isomorphism is alsoa
y Ž . yydenoted by f . If a g A C , C is not perfect, then f s f f andC 1 2 aŽ l . a C1
f s fy f .aŽ r . C a2
EXAMPLES. Let Q be the quiver with just one vertex and two loops a
² :  4 34and b. Define A s kQr r with r s ba , ab , a , b . Let C s1
y y y y Ž . Ž .ba ba a and C s aaab . Thus the string modules M C and M C2 1 2
are of the form
y y z
66
2 4 4
66 b6
aa
a6b b zzy y y
6
531 3 5
6a a
z
6
2y6
a
z1
 4 Ž .  4Note that y , . . . , y is a k-basis of M C and z , . . . , z a k-basis of1 6 1 1 5
Ž .M C . The arrows in the above pictures show how A operators on the2
Ž . ŽŽ y y y . Žbasis vectors. Then a s a , a s ba b , a a , 1 , 1 , aa ,1 2 ŽS, t . ŽS, yt .
y.. Ž . Ž . Ž .ab is weakly one-sided in A C , C . We have f y s z , f y s z ,1 2 a 4 3 1 5 2
Ž . Ž .f y s z , and f y s 0 for 1 F i F 3. Proposition 4.8 will show that thea 6 1 a i
weakly one-sided canonical maps play a special role. In our example the
pair a is weakly one-sided, but not one-sided. This means that we took
 4basis vectors y , y , y from the right side of the above picture and4 5 6
 4mapped them to basis vectors z , z , z from the left side of the other1 2 3
picture. Since we like to work only on one side we define maps fyy :C1
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Ž y. Ž . y Ž . Ž y. y Ž X.yM C “ M C and f : M C “ M C with f y s y , 1 F1 1 C 2 2 C i 6yiq12 1yŽ . X Ž X X . Ž X X .i F 6, and f z s z , 1 F i F 5, where y , . . . , y and z , . . . , zC i 5yiq1 1 6 1 52
Ž y. Ž y.are the basis vectors of M C and M C , respectively. It follows that1 2
y y Ž X.yf s f s f f and f s f s f f are one-sided with f y s z andb aŽ l . a C c aŽ r . C a b i i1 2
Ž . Ž X. Ž . Xf y s 0 for 1 F i F 3, f y s 0 and f y s z for 4 F i F 6, wherec i b i c i i
Ž y . Ž y. Ž .b s a , a and c s a , a . The set A C , C contains 2 elements,1 2 1 2 1 2
X ŽŽ y y y. Ž y.. Xnamely a and a s ba b , a , a , 1 , a , aab . Note that a isŽS, yt .
Ž .not weakly one-sided. The set A C , C contains 3 elements, with exactly1 2
one being weakly one-sided.
The following pictures are intended to illustrate the several definitions:
y Ey DyF 1 11
6
( ( ( (
E FD 1 11
6
6
faŽ l .( ( ( (
fy aE sE FD 2 1 22 faŽ r .( ( ( (
y yy E DF 2 22( ( ( (
The next picture illustrates a weakly one-sided, but not one-sided situa-
tion:
E F1 1
6
( ( (
fayE sED 2 12( ( (
A left-sided map looks as
FE 11
6
( ( (
faFE sE 22 1( ( (
Ž .THEOREM W.W. Crawley-Boevey . Let C and C be strings. Then1 2
 < Ž .4 Ž Ž . Ž ..f a g A C , C is a basis of Hom M C , M C .a 1 2 1 2
w xW.W. Crawley-Boevey proves this in 4 in a more general version,
namely he investigates tree modules over zero-relation algebras. String
modules are a special type of tree modules.
There is the following multiplicative behaviour of canonical maps. Let
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .f : M C “ M C and f : M C “ M C be canonical maps. Then thea 1 2 b 2 3
Ž . Ž .composition f f is either 0 or a canonical map from M C to M C .b a 1 3
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4. PROOF OF THE MAIN RESULT
Assume that
n
X s M XŽ .[ i
is1
is a direct sum of pairwise non-isomorphic string modules such that each
Ž .a g A X , X is weakly one-sided for all 1 F i, j F n.i j
 4  < Ž . 4Let B s b , . . . , b , e , . . . , e s f a g A X , X and 1 F i, j F n1 m 1 n a i j
Ž . Ž .be a basis of End X . Assume that e is the identity map of M X for alli i
X  < 4i. Define B s b g B b / b b for all i and j . Then the algebral l i j
Ž . Ž .  4 X  4End X is generated as an algebra by e , . . . , e j B where e , . . . , e1 n 1 n
is a complete set of primitive orthogonal idempotents. This follows from
Ž . X Xthe multiplicative behaviour of canonical maps. Thus End X s kQ rJ
X  4 X Xwhere Q corresponds to e , . . . , e and Q corresponds to B . We do0 1 n 1
Ž .not distinguish between e and the corresponding module M X and alsoi i
not between arrows of QX and the maps in BX.
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .LEMMA 4.1. Let f : M C “ M C and f : M C “ M C be twoa 1 b 2
different arrows in QX. Then f is left-sided and f is right-sided, or ¤iceaŽ l . bŽ l .
¤ersa.
Proof. Without loss of generality assume that f and f are left-aŽ l . bŽ l .
Ž . ŽŽ . Ž X .. Ž . ŽŽ .sided. Thus a l s D , E , F , D , E , F and b l s D , E , F ,1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2
Ž X ..D , E , F where D s D is of length 0. In case D E F s D E F we2 2 2 1 2 1 1 1 2 2 2
get also E s E . This is a contradiction because we assumed f and f to1 2 a b
be different arrows. Thus we have D E F / D E F . But then it is easy1 1 1 2 2 2
to check that there exists a canonical map h such that f s f h oraŽ l . bŽ l .
f s f h. Namely, let M be a string of maximal length such thatbŽ l . aŽ l .
D E F s E F s MCX and D E F s E F s MCX for some strings CX1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 1
X ŽŽ X . Ž X .. X ŽŽ X . Žand C . Then c s D , M, C , D , M, C or c s D , M, C , D ,2 1 1 2 2 2 2 1
X ..M, C is an admissible pair. Without loss of generality assume that c is1
admissible. Define h s f . Note that h is not an isomorphism since CX orc 1
CX is of length greater than 0. Recall that f s f g and f s f g2 aŽ l . a 1 bŽ l . b 2
where g and g are the identity or of the form fyy or fyy , respectively.1 2 C C1 2X y X X  4Let h s g hg . We get f s f h with h g B_ e , . . . , e . This is a2 1 a b 1 n
contradiction to f and f being in BX.a b
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .LEMMA 4.2. Let f : M C “ M C and f : M C “ M C be twoa 1 b 2
different arrows in QX. Then f is left-sided and f is right-sided, or ¤iceaŽ r . bŽ r .
¤ersa.
Proof. This is proved in the same way as Lemma 4.1.
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COROLLARY 4.3. There are at most two arrows ending at each ¤ertex of QX
and at most two arrows starting at each ¤ertex of QX.
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. Let f : M C “ M C , f : M C “ M C , and f : M Ca 1 b 2 c 3
Ž . X“ M C be three pairwise different arrows in Q . Then at least two maps
 4in f , f , f are left-sided or at least two are right-sided. This gives aaŽ l . bŽ l . cŽ l .
contradiction to Lemma 4.1. In case there are three arrows starting in one
vertex we get a contradiction to Lemma 4.2.
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .LEMMA 4.4. Let f : M C “ M C , f : M C “ M C , anda 1 b 2
Ž . Ž . Xf : M C “ M C be arrows in Q where f / f . Then either f f s 0 orc 3 a b c a
f f s 0, but not both.c b
Proof. Without loss of generality we can assume that f and f areaŽ l . cŽ r .
left-sided, and f is right-sided. This follows from Lemma 4.1. Since thebŽ l .
composition of two left-sided canonical maps is always non-zero, we have
f f / 0. It follows that f f / 0. If f f / 0, which is equivalentcŽ r . aŽ l . c a cŽ r . bŽ l .
to f f / 0, then it is easy to see that the perfect map f f is notc b cŽ r . bŽ l .
one-sided. This implies that f f is not weakly one-sided which is ac b
contradiction to our assumption.
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .LEMMA 4.5. Let f : M C “ M C , f : M C “ M C , anda 1 b 2
Ž . Ž . Xf : M C “ M C be arrows in Q where f / f . Then either f f s 0 orc 3 a b a c
f f s 0, but not both.b c
Proof. Dualize the proof of Lemma 4.4.
Ž . Ž .For 1 F i F l let f : M C “ M C be canonical maps. Definea i iq1iX X Ž X . Ž X .f s f . Assume that f : M C “ M C is already defined wherea a Ž r . a iy1 i1 1 iy1
2 F i F l. If CX s C , then let f X s f . Otherwise, if CX s Cy , theni i a a Ž r . i ii i
y Ž y . Xyf f s f for some b g A C , C . In this case let f s f . Thea C b i i iq1 a b Ž r .i i i i i
canonical maps f X are by construction perfect, and we have f ??? f sa a ai l 1
gf X ??? f X where g is either the identity or g s fy .a a Cl 1 lq1
Ž . Ž .LEMMA 4.6. For 1 F i F l and l G 2 let f : M C “ M C be ar-a i iq1i
rows in QX such that f ??? f s 0. Then there exists some j such thata al 1
f f s 0.a ajq 1 j
Proof. Without loss of generality assume that f X is left-sided. Thena1
there exists some j such that f X is left-sided and f X is right-sided.a aj jq1
Otherwise, the composition f X ??? f X would be non-zero. From f X f X / 0a a a al 1 jq1 j
Ž . Ž .we would get a canonical map from M C to M C which is notj jq2
weakly one-sided, a contradiction. It follows that f X f X s 0. This impliesa ajq 1 j
f f s 0.a ajq 1 j
LEMMA 4.7. For 1 F i F l and l G 2 let f ??? f be pairwise differentn i 1 ii
X Ž .paths in Q , which all start at some ¤ertex M C and end at some ¤ertex
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Ž .M D , such that
l
l f ??? f s 0,Ý i n i 1 ii
is1
where l / 0 for all i. Then f ??? f s 0 for all i.i n i 1 ii
Proof. Assume that the statement is wrong. For 1 F i F l we know that
the composition f s f ??? f is a canonical map or 0. We have Ýl f s 0i n i 1 i i ii
where l / 0 for all 1 F i F l. Since pairwise different canonical mapsi
between two given modules are linearly independent, we can assume
without loss of generality that f s f . In the same way as described above1 2
define one-sided canonical maps f X , . . . , f X and f X , . . . , f X . Without11 n 1 12 n 21 2
loss of generality we can assume that f X is left-sided for 1 F l F n , andl1 1
f X is right-sided for 1 F l F n . This follows from Lemma 4.2 and ourl2 2
assumptions on X. Thus, f X ??? f X is left-sided and f X ??? f X is right-n 1 11 n 2 121 2
Ž .sided. There exist elements a and a in A C, D such that f s f and1 2 1 a1
f s f . Recall that f X ??? f X s f and f X ??? f X s f . From f s2 a n 1 11 a Ž r . n 2 12 a Ž r . a2 1 1 2 2 1
f we get f s f . Since f and f are not isomorphisms, we geta a Ž r . a Ž r . a Ž r . a Ž r .2 1 2 1 2
a contradiction.
PROPOSITION 4.8. Let A be a string algebra, and let
n
X s M XŽ .[ i
is1
be a direct sum of pairwise non-isomorphic string modules o¤er A such that
Ž . Ž .each a g A X , X is weakly one-sided for all 1 F i, j F n. Then End X isi j
a gentle algebra.
Ž .Proof. Since X is a finite-dimensional module, we know that End X is
Ž . Ž .finite-dimensional, too. Thus End X satisfies S1 . Then Corollary 4.3
Ž . Ž .shows that S2 holds as well, and Lemmas 4.4 and 4.5 correspond to S3
Ž . Xand G2 . Next, Lemma 4.7 implies that the ideal J is generated by
zero-relations. It follows from Lemma 4.6 that one can find a generating
Ž .set of zero-relations which are all of length 2. Thus G1 holds also. This
finishes the proof.
² :Next, let X be a module over a gentle algebra kQr r such that
1Ž .Ext X, X s 0. The band modules are contained in homogeneous tubes
and thus have self-extensions. This implies that the indecomposable direct
summands of X are string modules. Since we are interested in algebras
only up to Morita equivalence, we assume that
n
X s M X ,Ž .[ i
is1
Ž .where the M X 's are pairwise non-isomorphic string modules.i
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Ž . Ž . Ž .PROPOSITION 4.9. Let M C and M C be not necessarily different1 2
Ž .indecomposable direct summands of X. Then each a g A C , C is weakly1 2
one-sided.
Ž .Proof. Assume there exists an a g A C , C which is not weakly1 2
Ž . ŽŽ . Žone-sided. This implies that the perfect element a r s D , E, F , D ,1 1 2
..E, F is not one-sided. Thus D / D and F / F . We claim that the2 1 2 1 2
concatenations D EF and D EF are defined. It is enough to show that1 2 2 1
D EF is a string since the construction of D EF is symmetric. First,1 2 2 1
assume that E is a string of length G 1. Remember that r contains only
zero-relations of length 2. Thus D EF is a string because D E and EF1 2 1 2
are strings. Next, let E s 1 be a string of length 0. Without loss ofŽS, t .
Ž . Ž . Ž .generality assume t s 1. We have y1 s s 1 s s E s y« F be-ŽS, 1. 2
Ž . Ž .cause EF is a string. Furthermore, s D s y« E s y1 because D E2 1 1
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .is a string. Thus s D s y« F and s D s e F . Then Lemma 2.11 2 1 2
implies that D F s D EF is a string. Let1 2 1 2
b s 1 , D , E, F , 1 , D E, F ,Ž . Ž .Ž .ŽS , t . 1 1 ŽS , t . 1 21 1 1 1
c s D , EF , 1 , D , EF , 1 ,Ž . Ž .Ž .1 1 ŽS , t . 2 1 ŽS , t .2 2 2 2
d s D , EF , 1 , D , EF , 1 ,Ž . Ž .Ž .1 2 ŽS , t . 2 2 ŽS , t .3 3 3 3
e s 1 , D E, F , 1 , D E, F ,Ž . Ž .Ž .ŽS , t . 2 1 ŽS , t . 2 24 4 4 4
where the 1 's are chosen such that the corresponding concatenationsŽS , t .i i
are defined. Obviously b, c, d, and e are admissible pairs. It is easy to see
that
yfbf s : M C “ M D EF [ M D EFŽ . Ž . Ž .1 1 2 2 1fc
is a monomorphism and
w xg s f , f : M D EF [ M D EF “ M D EFŽ . Ž . Ž .d e 1 2 2 1 2 2
is an epimorphism. We also have f f s f f . Thusd b e c
yfb
fc w xf , fd e6 60 “ M C M D EF [ M D EF M D EF “ 0Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 1 2 2 1 2 2
is a short exact sequence. We claim that this sequence does not split.
Ž .Assume f is a split monomorphism. Since M C is indecomposable, we1
know that yf or f is an isomorphism. This is a contradiction sinceb c
1Ž Ž . Ž ..F / F and D / D . This implies Ext M D EF , M C / 0. Since1 2 1 2 2 2 1
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Ž . Ž . 1Ž Ž . Ž ..M D EF and M C are isomorphic, we get Ext M C , M C / 02 2 2 2 1
1Ž .which is a contradiction to Ext X, X s 0. This finishes the proof.
Remark. We are indebted to C.M. Ringel for suggesting a considerable
simplification for the proof of this proposition. In the more complicated
proof before we needed also the extra condition pdim X F 1 or idim X F 1.
Theorem 1.1 follows by combining Propositions 4.8 and 4.9.
Ž .Remarks. a I. Assem and D. Happel investigate one special case of
w xtilting gentle algebras. They determine in 1 the tiltingrcotilting orbit of
Ž .kQ where Q is a quiver of type A thus a linear quiver . The same is donen
Äw x Žby I. Assem and A. Skowronski 2 for Q a quiver of type A thus a cyclicÂ n
.quiver without oriented cycle .
Ž .b Let Q be a quiver without oriented cycles and T a tilting module
w x Ž .over kQ. The main result of 6 says that in case End T is gentle we get
Äthat Q is of type A or A . Note that this is also a direct consequence ofn n
our theorem.
Ž .c The class of string algebras is not closed under tilting and
cotilting as the following example shows. Let Q be the quiver
bg a6 66( ( ( (
 4 Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .and r s gba . The module T s M ba [ M b [ M 1 [ M gbŽ sŽg ., 1.
² :is a tilting module over kQr r . The endomorphism algebra of T is
isomorphic to the path algebra of the following quiver:
(
66( (6
(
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